
Previous 
civilization

is destroyed

Age of 
Chaos

Industrial
Age

Aliens make
contact

Uprising 
against

the aliens

The Mutant
Wars

Dinosaur
civilization
fourishes

Civilization has collapsed. From the ashes: dinosaurs!

A probe is sent to space, 
containing all of human
knowledge.

The last human invents a
device that makes travel
between planets practical.

Diverse creatures 
from rapid evolution

Portal City
Probe with all of

human knowledge
Rampant mutation

Why didn't the 
last human save
humanity?

Corporate lab

Financial short-
sightedness and a
clumsy lab assistant.

Portal accident tips the
balance toward global
warming, irrevocably.
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Widespread famine.
Small, clever dinosaurs
take over many niches.

Rahr III sparks the 
Industrial Revolution.

The aliens discover the
human probe.

Aliens experiment on
dinosaur babies, causing
mutagenic effects.

Three-way struggle
between dinosaurs,
aliens, and alien mutants.

The dinosaurs' equivalent
of Shakespeare has her
day.

Dinosaurs overrun the
world.

S

How did the dinos
overrun the world?

Research station

Time portal opens,
and humans too
busy fghting each
other.

S

How did the humans
get wiped out?

Offce buildings

People the world
over get chomped.
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Winged dinosaurs are
grounded, and driven to
extinction.

R

Why aren't there 
winged dinosaurs
any more?

Portal Island

Atmosphere changes,
they're too heavy,
and decline in fsh
supply.

S R

Nature reclaims the 
planet. New species
thrive.

S

Dominant species of
intelligent dinosaur
evolves

A

How did the
dominant species
evolve?

The wild

Rapid evolution
creates many new
species; this one out-
competes others.

Dinosaurs discover tools.
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R

How did the dinos
discover tools?

Portal Island

Threatened small
dino uses electricity
in self-defence.

S

How did Rahr spark
the Industrial Age?

Portal City

A printing press was
needed to meet the
patron's deadline
for a religious text.
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The dinosaurs discover
the backup to the human
probe.

R

R
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Aliens capture dinosaurs
for scientifc research.

B

Why did the aliens
decide to experiment
on dinos?

Grand Council
chamber, alien world

To obtain resources
from rapid evolution
underway on Earth.

A

Aliens introduce mutagenic
agents into the fast food 
supply.

R

Mutagenic agents create
a gender imbalance
among the dinosaurs.
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B
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Alien mutagens backfre,
making the dinosaurs
more powerful.

R

How did the
mutagens improve
the dinosaurs?

Alien laboratory

The aliens failed to
account for DNA 
from the winged
dinosaurs..

R

Dinosaurs defeat aliens
in the Battle of Portal
City.

S

Aliens bombard Earth
with mass drivers, from
asteroid bases.

R

Aliens revealed to be
Lovecraftian horrors.
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B A

Treaty of Rahr's World
brings an end to
the Mutant Wars.
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Palette
Yes No

Discussions about
sustainability

Extraplanar travel

Smoking dinos

Interplanetary
travel

An uprising

Aliens

Gender imbalance

Winged dinosaurs

Government

Spaceships

Wheeled vehicles
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Holy Northern Church is
founded in Portal City; 
consolidates knowledge.
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1-18 = Episode 001
19-45 = Episode 002
A = Amanda Yilmaz
B = Ben Feldman
R = Rachel Young
S = Susan Davis

Not pictured: 30: New
species evolve (Light, B)
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